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Abstract 

While organizational communication research has traditionally limited talk to human beings, a 

trend within the Montreal School (TMS) of the Communicational Constitution of Organizations 

(CCO) perspective acknowledges that ‘things do things with words’ as well, and criticizes the 

‘bifurcation of nature’ into two distinct realms: materiality and discourse. Among others, this is 

what Cooren (2015) has suggested in the pages of this journal. However, due to a preference for 

studying human discourse, many TMS studies still may give the impression that only human 

spokespeople can make objects talk. This paper uses data from an ethnographic case study to 

argue that CCO is well equipped to recognize that other sorts of objects may speak as well, and 

that they enter the realm of language through yet other objects (i.e., their ‘spokesthings’). In 

doing so, this paper advances an argument that will counter critiques of TMS scholarship that 

propose it reduces the role played by objects to their interpretation by humans. 

Keywords: materiality, spokesthings, discourse, bifurcation of nature, organizational 

communication, CCO  
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How things make things do things with words:  

or how to pay attention to what things have to say  

Research in organizational communication, and in particular studies concerning talk in 

organizational settings (Boden, 1994; Czarniawska-Joerges & Joerges, 1988; ten Have, 1991) 

has for the most part considered the conversations of humans as its starting point. After all, talk 

regularly has been considered the privilege of human beings. For instance, in the Communicative 

Constitution of Organizations (CCO) tradition of organizational communication research, one of 

the three ‘schools’ (Schoeneborn et al., 2014), the Four Flows approach, questions whether non- 

non-human agency and communication can be meaningful, thus locating meaning within the 

realm of humans only (McPhee & Seibold, 1999). The Luhmannian trend of CCO, for its part, 

considers agency in terms of the self-reproducing power and agency of the communication 

process itself; a Luhmannian perspective therefore de-centers communication from either human 

or artefactual subjects (Blaschke, 2015; Schoeneborn, 2011). The third trend, the Montreal 

School, generally agrees with such a de-centering, but seeks to observe its materialization in the 

interactions of people and things. It is left alone attempting to explain the agency of "things" and, 

arguably, to deploy the material details of the communication processes referred to by the 

Luhmannian approach.1 

Indeed, perspectives on (socio)materiality in organization studies have insisted – in various 

ways – that materiality and, in particular, technology play a part in the constitution  of 

organizational reality (Leonardi, 2012). For the most part the perspectives that have been put 

forth recognize the role of artifacts, technologies and devices but maintain a distinction between 

the social and the material domains, as if they can be separated. That is the case of affordance 

                                                 
1 This first paragraph has been altered from the published version to reflect conversations with Steffen 

Blaschke and Dennis Schoeneborn regarding Luhmann’s conception of communication. I wish to thank them for 

their valuable suggestions. 
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theory (Faraj & Azad, 2012; Fayard & Weeks, 2007), structuration theory (Orlikowski, 1992, 

2007), situated action (Suchman, 1987), activity theory (Engeström, 2000; Engeström, Miettinen, 

& Punamäki, 1999), or distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995a, 1995b), amongst a long list of 

others. Putnam (2015) differentiates five different perspectives, all but one considers discourse 

and materiality as distinct phenomena. The exception is Orlikowski and Scott’s perspective, 

which borrows from Barad’s agential realism (2007). The literature, whatever its theoretical 

bent, continues to understand the involvement of objects and technology in action / agency / 

activity mostly through the spectrum of their use by human beings. Nardi (1996, p. 76), for 

instance, speaks of ‘One’s ability—and choice—to marshal and use resources’. 

This article uses data from an ethnographic case study to argue that CCO is well-equipped 

to move us beyond this limited view of material agency and show that, not only can the objects 

humans use speak, but they enter the realm of language through yet other objects who speak for 

them (i.e., their ‘spokesthings’).  

This paper starts by describing the Montreal School’s CCO perspective on materiality in 

order to make the argument that this perspective provides the latitude to recognize that things 

make other things talk and, in so doing, move away from the view that things only participate in 

the world to the extent that we, humans, ‘interpret’ what they have to say. It then explores how 

things speaking for other things allow an ‘objectivity’ that is otherwise not possible, before 

presenting data from an ethnographic study to illustrate how this occurs in practice. It finishes by 

proposing a redefinition of objectivity and of the way things may gain access to language and 

participate in human sociality.  
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Materiality and The Montreal School Perspective 

The Montreal School (TMS) flavor of CCO (Brummans, 2006) has borrowed from Actor-

Network Theory the recognition that the distinction between, on the one hand, a social world 

made of speaking humans, and on the other, a material and natural realm made of mute objects, 

does not stand (Ashcraft, Kuhn, & Cooren, 2009; Latour, 1993). Through the notions of textual 

agency (Brummans, 2007; Cooren, 2004, 2008) and the ‘plenum of agencies’ (Cooren, 2006), 

TMS researchers have acknowledged that things can do things with words (Cooren & Bencherki, 

2010).  

To this day, however, the Montreal School has mostly limited its attention to cases where 

materiality is brought by humans into their conversations or writings. In this paper, I argue that 

this is an artifact of TMS’s preferred methodological approach – the analysis of interactions, and 

conversations in particular. The TMS approach does, however, have the theoretical and empirical 

apparatus to recognize that things ‘speak’ in different ways, besides being mobilized in human 

talk. In fact, as I will show, from a TMS perspective there are cases when things’ ability to speak 

on their own is crucial. For instance, we humans have delegated the job of making things talk to 

other things (i.e., phonation devices) like medical instruments and navigational devices. 

Putnam (2015) classifies the ‘plenum of agencies’ perspective of TMS as giving privilege 

to the discourse side of the duality. I do not believe this is accurate, but I admit that the TMS 

literature has sometimes left misleading clues in that respect. For instance, Cooren and Taylor’s 

(1997) argument for the constitutive power of communication focuses on the interplay between 

talk and text, with the result that the meaning of materiality appears to be solely constructed in 

human communication (Brummans, Cooren, & Chaput, 2009). This confusion has also been 

fueled by the choice of cases. For instance, Vásquez, Schoeneborn and Sergi (2016) studied 
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project proposal forms, a technical template and a presentation slide; Cooren’s (2015) example 

of a museum-related creative project focused on a participant’s oral presentation. These different 

studies discuss cases where verbal language is present, but what makes a difference in each case 

is the material (i.e., physical) availability of text or speech in given situations. 

The apparent tension between a more conventional sense of materiality (i.e., physicality) 

and a more semiotic one may be traced back to contentious elements within TMS’s underlying 

theory of materiality, namely actor-network theory (ANT). Indeed, while some ANT champions, 

such as Law (2009), embrace it as a ‘material semiotics’, the precise status of language and 

representation in the theory has been decried as ambiguous (c.f., Lenoir, 1994). Furthermore, 

some authors have called for greater acknowledgement of the non-discursive side of artifacts, in 

particular in the study of technology and its agency (Bardini, 2007).  

In this paper I argue that when TMS scholars denounce the ‘bifurcation of nature’, (i.e., the 

separation of reality of things from their representation) they are not merely bringing the ‘real’ 

world into the realm of talk (c.f., Cooren, 2015). They are in fact rejecting the very terms of this 

alleged opposition. The distinction between the two realms simply does not hold, as illustrated in 

Arnaud, Mills, Legrand and Maton’s (2016) study of the way texts, furniture, visual displays and 

geosocial arrangements – all material that can be read – translate an organization-wide strategy 

in the context of local branches, and allow resistance and negotiation between the branch and the 

senior managers driving the change. Such cases suggest we need to go past ‘either/or’ 

considerations and embrace the plurality of reality (Friedberg, 2000; Latour, 2000; Raffnsøe, 

Gudmand-Høyer, & Thaning, 2014). I will therefore attempt to extend Cooren’s (2015) proposal 

that things speak by using a more conventionally ‘material’ case to show how the very process 

by which things are brought into talk, or given the power to talk, is itself a material process. I 
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will use the example of run-down buildings, which are both the object and the setting of the work 

of a tenants’ association in a large North American city. 

The argument that the process by which things are brought into talk is a material process in 

no way implies that humans do not play a part in the process. First of all, when things speak, they 

also speak to humans, who can then act (or not) on the basis of what they understand. Also, the 

tools through which things talk were designed by humans (e.g., engineers and designers) who 

embed particular scripts into them (Akrich, 1992). This is, for instance, what Groleau and 

Cooren (1999) describe in the account of a graphic design firm’s use of computerized tools, 

which implement routines and procedures that otherwise would need to be learned and 

remembered by the workers. These include ‘constative/performative’ (p. 138) procedures, which 

may include tools that pick up specific aspects of reality as relevant and propose specific 

programs of action as appropriate.  

My choice to focus on buildings and on the way they can tell about their condition, as 

opposed to managerial examples (such as the strategy case described by Arnaud et al., 2016), 

allows me to make my argument clearer by avoiding what some readers could view as a 

‘feedback loop’ (i.e., humans reading tools that describe their own human activity). Of course, 

from the moment we are discussing human-made artifacts, we are, as Cooren (2015) rightly says, 

in the ‘middle of things’ or, to say it in another way, in a ‘chain of agency’ (2006) where humans 

and technology cannot be clearly distinguished. Even a building, in describing its own state of 

deterioration, is also saying something about the way its landlord or tenant have failed to care for 

it. The ability of speech is not limited to humans, nor do things only speak through humans, or 

about human activity. This is not at issue. What is less certain is the way things take part in the 

world they share with humans. Various typologies have been proposed for the relationship 
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between things / technology / devices and the social / human / discursive (Leonardi, 2012; 

Nicolini, Mengis, & Swan, 2012; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Putnam, 2015). Many of them, 

though, suppose a distinction between a ‘technical subsystem’ and a ‘social subsystem’ 

(Leonardi, 2012). The problem is to re-link the two – something that would take considerable 

theoretical effort. A more productive approach, perhaps, may be ANT’s and TMS’s suggestion to 

accept that our reality, in fact, is already hybrid (Latour, 1993, 2008). Then, speech is not the a 

priori prerogative of humans. Whether someone or something can speak is an empirical matter. 

Being objective, rather than attempting to get interpretations ‘right’, then refers to paying 

attention to what objects have to say. 

The objectivity of ‘spokesthings’ 

The ethnographic field study that I analyze in this paper was chosen because of its concern with 

the issue of ‘objectivity’. In the case of healthcare professionals this concern is tied to 

disciplinary standards, liability and ethics as well as with the practical issue of knowing what to 

do. For the workers of the tenants' association, that objectivity is instrumental and determines 

their ability to convince city official and courts to take measures to solve the housing problems 

that they document. While both sets of workers understand objectivity in the prosaic sense of 

‘fact-based’ and different from personal judgement, it is interesting to note that this objectivity is 

achieved exactly by relying on objects. 

In other words, objectivity consists of recognizing the fact that we share our sociability 

with things (I use the term ‘objectivity’ for convenience, even though, of course, if we reject the 

socio-material duality, it makes little sense). The social and material participate in the 

constitution of so many links between our ideas, judgements, etc., and the reality that we, 

humans, claim to be representing (Latour, 1988, 1996; Martine, Cooren, & Bartels, 2015). 
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Objectivity can therefore be said to be achieved when we, humans, can present ourselves as 

merely reporting what things are saying by themselves. The issue of objectivity, then, is figuring 

out ‘how things do things with words’ (Cooren & Bencherki, 2010), but also how things can 

speak through yet other things that translate their ‘objective’ language into a verbal language that 

we, humans, can make sense of and that suggests a particular course of action for us to take. In 

fact, because I believe we humans need objects to speak without our direct help if we hope to 

ever achieve ‘objectivity’, I would like to argue for a somewhat radical perspective on the 

participation of things to the social – a perspective that recognizes things ability to ‘talk’. Far 

from being esoteric, I propose that this ability rests on the many tools that we humans have 

devised to make such forms of talk possible – tools that I refer to as phonation devices (Latour, 

2004; J. R. Taylor & Van Every, 2000) and that act as ‘spokesthings’ for other non-humans. I 

prefer the word spokesthings rather than ‘spokesartifacts’ or ‘spokesobjects’ (Vásquez & 

Cooren, 2011), to acknowledge fertility of the word ‘things’, which etymologically points to the 

idea of deliberation and meeting (Latour, 2005a). Things, interestingly, always already include 

talk. Beings, whether human or not, are in fact heterogeneous to begin with (Latour, 1993), and 

therefore any analytical language that researchers use to distinguish between them is necessarily 

provisional. 

Indeed, the so-called ‘material world’ (Hardy & Thomas, 2015) – an expression I actually 

reject, given that it precisely amounts to alluding to another world  (the world of discourse and 

communication) that would be, in comparison, immaterial, which is not the case – regularly tells 

us about itself using verbal language but research so far has failed to acknowledge that form of 

participation. Yet, as will be made obvious by the case in this paper, without those tools that 

allow non-human things to talk, a large portion of what goes on in and around organizations can 
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remain unaccounted for. After all, as French sociologist Gabriel Tarde (1893) recognized over a 

century ago, things are societies too (see also Cooren, 2010). 

Recognizing that things make things talk allows moving away from a perspective where 

things would only participate in the world to the extent that we, humans, ‘interpret’ what they 

have to say. In fact, we have built those phonation devices, and regularly use them, exactly to 

avoid being accused of ‘merely’ interpreting what things have to say. Paradoxically, it is because 

we want unmediated access to the world that we add more mediators that help us gain such 

access (Latour, 2005b). Cooren and Matte's (2010) discussion of a measuring stick used by 

Doctors Without Borders workers to decide who, among African children, may get help from a 

nutrition centre, may be read as such an attempt from physicians to downplay their own 

interpretation of the kids' health situation, and to let the ‘talking’ be made by the stick. 

This kind of argument will not appear new to those who are interested in the history of 

sciences or in sociotechnical controversies, in particular from a Science, Technology and Society 

(STS) perspective. Datson and Galison (1992), for instance, suggested that our current scientific 

obsession with objectivity has grown as we have developed technical means to ‘visualize’ data 

and to make facts speak for themselves. Borck (2008), for his part, has shown how the field of 

neurosciences has evolved along attempts to visualize the brain through various devices. 

Historical efforts at photographing ghosts may also be seen as technologically-mediated attempts 

to bring otherwise invisible reality into our social world (Gunning, 2008). More broadly, the way 

technology has allowed access to ‘reality’ has been the object of many STS studies (Baigrie, 

1996; Bloor, 1991). While TMS scholars regularly draw on STS authors (in particular in the 

ANT tradition), the full extent of ANT's suggestion concerning the participation of objects in our 

common world has yet to be grasped in organizational communication.  
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Recognizing that things make things do things with words will allow organizational 

communication research to acknowledge this participation, not only because objects are being 

mobilized in human conversations but also because they have technical means to access human 

language. To point this out, I will use a case that illustrates human actors’ reliance on phonation 

devices (i.e., things that allow other things to talk). Indeed, I will show that the workers of a 

tenants’ association use moisture meters, hygrometers, thermometers and, more prosaically, 

cameras to make the buildings in which they work ‘say’ things about their run-down condition, 

without relying on the workers’ interpretation of the building’s appearance. The ability of the 

buildings to speak on their own is crucial, as we will show, as the workers have to prove that the 

buildings are run down, i.e., that this judgment is not only their ‘interpretation’. 

The data were gathered through a participative ethnographic approach, throughout the 

sixteen years I was involved with that organization, including the last ten as a researcher. Given 

my personal involvement in the field, I consider my approach to be a mix of ‘at-home’ 

ethnography (Alvesson, 2009) and organizational autoethnography (Anderson, 2006; Anteby, 

2013; Boyle & Parry, 2007). Over that period, I visited buildings, helped prepare court cases for 

tenants, lodged complaints to city officials, and more generally became involved with the life of 

the organization. As part of various special projects, I have adopted an action research 

perspective (Brydon-Miller, Greenwood, & Maguire, 2003) and helped the organization apply 

for grants, organize various events, and review its work methods. I amassed a vast assortment of 

interviews, videos, pictures, documents of all kinds, both specifically for research projects and as 

part of my involvement in the organization. In the preparation of this article, I have revisited 

some of the material I collected through the years, in particular three interviews explicitly 
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addressing work tools, as well as many reports, pictures and my own notes and knowledge of the 

organization. 

How things may speak: Three perspectives 

Current theorizing on the way things may speak recognizes three perspectives that account for 

how they may speak. The first consists in describing things that are already textual or discursive 

in nature, such as documents, signs, slide presentations, etc. The second consists in considering 

communication as the circulation of action, beyond linguistic action. The third is the one I put 

forward here. It consists in observing the precise ways through which things enter the linguistic 

realm. 

The first perspective has been undoubtedly the most popular in CCO literature, and is the 

one that underpins the notion of textual agency. This approach rests mainly on a reworked view 

of speech act theory (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1979). Cooren's (2004) example of a note reminding 

someone of a meeting, or Brummans' (2007) discussion of a euthanasia declaration both discuss 

documents with words written on them. The agency of the text, then, consists in its ability to 

transport those inscriptions so that they can be read, interpreted, debated, etc., again in another 

situation, somewhere else and at a different time. 

In this perspective, things play a part beyond being mere surfaces for our human words. 

For instance, in their discussion of a blackboard on which a nurse inscribes vital signs of 

hospitalized children, Cooren and Bencherki (2010) show that the precise structure of the table 

he drew on the board and the prominence of the board in the room makes it easy for the nurse to 

see, at a glance, whether a child's condition is worsening or not. In other words, the blackboard 

becomes a computational device that turns singular inscriptions into a form of diagnosis, rather 

than a mere carrier of words and numbers. Groleau and Cooren (1999), for their part, show that 
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computer software does not only convey signs and representations of work but also present the 

workflow (i.e., the program of action) in ways that guide workers through the production 

process.  

A second approach to the way things may participate in communication consists in 

redefining the latter word – communication – as the circulation of action, beyond linguistic 

action. Communication then consists in allowing something to act at a distance, which may be 

done through linguistic inscription or translation (that's the first perspective above), but also 

otherwise. Theoretically, this perspective may be related to Latour’s (1999a) notion of 

immutable mobiles (i.e., things than manage to remain ‘the same’ while moving around). They 

remain the same because, pragmatically, they keep producing the same effect, even though they 

in fact do so thanks to undergoing the changes necessary so that the effect is achieved in various 

situations. 

Latour's example is that of a box with a matrix of cells in which soil samples from the 

Amazon are put, so that each cell represents a particular sampling site. This way, the reference 

between the soil and a particular geography is maintained, even though the soil sample is moved 

to a laboratory in France, thousands of miles away from the original site. A theoretical root of the 

second approach may be found in French philosopher Gilbert Simondon's (1958/2005) 

discussion of transduction, a notion through which he captures the fact that what circulates from 

one entity to the next is always action: through a push on a pedal, I communicate to my car my 

desire to move forward, and it is through further (mechanical or electric) action that this push is 

‘interpreted’ and passed on to the engine and then to the wheels. 

At no point does communication leave the firm ground of action. Simondon's originality 

consists in showing that even when we speak of ‘messages’ and ‘signs’, these are rooted in 
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concrete action that circulates from kin to kin, from one being to the next (Bencherki, 2015a). 

Closer to our concern here, Simondon recognizes that things not only communicate through 

language but researchers may want to take into account the variety of ways in which things 

contribute to our collective lives. TMS scholars have regularly been advocating for opening up 

analysis to those alternate modes of participation, whether as the establishment of relations of a 

relation between entities through intermediaries (Cooren, Bencherki, Chaput, & Vásquez, 2015), 

as affect (Bencherki, 2015b) or otherwise. As Cooren (2000, p. 66) pointed out, ‘a semiotician 

would have no problem with the proposition that two rooms communicate with each another […] 

communication is the creation of a link between two entities.’ 

The third perspective is the one that I want to put forward here, and which in fact has been 

implicitly present in TMS literature. It consists in looking at the ways in which the non-linguistic 

communication of things can be translated into a language we humans may engage with. This 

perspective is consistent with ANT’s insistence on the notion of translation (Callon, 1986; 

Latour, 2005b; Vásquez & Cooren, 2011) where the term is taken both figuratively and literally. 

It may surprise researchers that things may speak, but in fact people make things speak as part of 

their daily work life, through their human language but also through further things, as shown in 

STS research, for instance. Engineers have created devices of all kinds to make things speak, and 

scientists in all sorts of fields have created standard tests and measurements to convert the 

‘objective’ symptoms of things into actionable language (Latour & Woolgar, 1979).  

This last perspective combines the first two: the devices we have invented turn the non-

verbal ‘language’ of things of the second perspective into a language we, humans, can make 

sense of and which is the focus of the first perspective. People, as they carry out their work, are 

therefore routinely acknowledging that there are ways in which things speak to them. In fact, we 
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humans have delegated the work of interpretation to yet other things. Many of the numbers that 

make a difference in our organizations (Fauré, Brummans, Giroux, & Taylor, 2010; Quattrone, 

2004) come from spokesthings that measure aspects of our organization's ‘well-being’ (e.g., 

sales, accounting ratios of all sorts, and employee leaves). Through those measurements, 

spokesthings make organizational reality available to us in a language that we understand and 

that helps us attend to our tasks. 

The role of the taxi meter, for instance, may be understood to a large extent as replacing an 

improbable inter-subjectivity between the cab driver and the client regarding the distance 

travelled, by an ‘objectivity’, (i.e., by agreeing to delegate the decision concerning the total fare 

to an object). In a similar way, the time clock may be seen to establish an ‘honest full day's 

work’ (following the expression by F. W. Taylor, 1911) and resolve disputes over attendance. In 

this last view, discovering how things speak therefore amounts to empirically looking at the 

different things that translate what things have to say into language as we understand it. 

No single perspective is better or truer than another. Each corresponds to different aspects 

of what it means to say that things do things and speak. All three combined acknowledge that 

things speak in a variety of ways, and that we engage with things in various ways. Here, 

however, I would like to focus on the fact that even what we believe to be a ‘human’ language 

may be mobilized by non-human agents, and that this possibility, in fact, rests on yet other things 

that we have invented to make this possible. As will be obvious from the case presented below, 

this is what makes ‘objectivity’ possible.   

The ‘machines’ of housing workers 

The Bigville Tenants’ Association (a fictional name) was founded in the early 1970’s by 

a group of Bigville University students who sought a means to fight for social justice. Bigville 
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being a French-speaking city, all the data presented below is translated. While the organization 

has changed premises and personnel through time, it still offers the same three basic services: 

legal advice to tenants who show up at its walk-in clinic; an outreach program that consists of 

knocking on apartment doors to survey housing problems and convince tenants to address them; 

and the monitoring of government and city decisions that impact housing rights. 

I became involved with the Bigville Tenants Association in 2000, first as an employee, 

then as a member of the Board of Directors, and finally, since 2007, as a researcher. My research 

approach, however, has always retained an aspect of advocacy through (a loose interpretation of) 

action research (Brydon-Miller et al., 2003; Chandler & Torbert, 2003; Lewin, 1946). I have 

remained a volunteer, helped write grant applications, acted as an informal advisor, and 

continued to knock on doors occasionally. What I realized through all these years is that the 

organization was in a unique position, at the intersection of architectural, urban planning, social, 

and legal concerns. 

The community workers had the very unique exigency of making a seemingly mute thing 

– an apartment building – say something about its condition, so they could figure out what 

course of action to follow and, in many cases, to translate the building’s condition into a 

language comprehensible to judges and city inspectors. To do this, the community workers I 

observed used hygrometers to measure humidity in ambient air, moisture meters to measure 

humidity in walls, thermometers and regular digital cameras. As an older employee, Charles, 

reminded me, it is only in the past few years since I had left the organization that they acquired 

so many ‘machines’ and changed their work practices. It used to be that, except for heating 

issues for which they already had thermometers, other problems would simply be visually 
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observed by community workers, who could then serve as witnesses to the tenants should the 

case end up in court. 

In an interview, another employee, Tamara highlighted that even to this day providing 

witness to what she visually observes remains a big part of her work. That is because in spite of 

the availability of other tools the Rental Board, which is the trial court for housing issues, is not 

used to other forms of proof. However, this is insufficient as another colleague, Sylvia, told me 

on a different occasion. ‘We can get into a building and it doesn’t look like there are leaks.’ 

However, that may be misleading, as ‘there is mold, but the wall can look neat and clean, 

because the landlord painted over it.’ This is particularly an issue because city inspectors, who 

do not have the same tools as the community workers, may give a notice to the landlord about a 

situation, but when they come back for a follow-up inspection the situation has been concealed.  

‘What does the landlord do? He puts plaster, he puts paint, and it lasts a while. […] It’s 

really just a visual inspection. […] If he sees mold, he’ll write it down, and if he doesn’t, 

then it’s as if the problem was resolved.’ 

During the same interview, Sylvia gave a particularly poignant example of why such a 

visual inspection is defective: she told me the story of an apartment where, ‘in the bedroom, 

there is a big spot of mold, and it’s so important that the whole family, there are five of them and 

they need to sleep in the living room, and they locked up that room, because they can’t breathe.’ 

Indeed, mold has been associated with respiratory diseases (see for example Kercsmar et al., 

2006), and any person who has worked in run-down buildings will know the strong smell of 

severe mold. However, this experience is not enough. As Sylvia further explains, ‘You know it, 

you can tell it’s humid, and usually it smells of mold too, but… it [having the measurements] 

allows you to have another proof. […] Usually, we already know.’ 
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Unfortunately an individual’s experience-based testimony may not be sufficient to 

convince a city inspector or the courts that a building is unhealthy because its condition has been 

concealed. That is why, when Bigville Tenants’ Association began collaborating with the public 

health physicians and scientists, who can issue (non-binding) recommendations regarding the 

healthiness of specific buildings, the community workers adopted some of the tools of their 

public health partners (in particular the moisture meters). 

 Since adopting these tools, community workers take measurements in each room, and 

then photograph the meter (either the moisture meter on the wall, the hygrometer, or the 

thermometer), to have proof of what the reading was on that day. With the moisture meter, they 

need to first indicate on the meter what type of surface the wall is and its composition, and then 

take multiple readings, as the presence of an electric cable or a metal part behind the wall may 

affect the reading. The strategy of taking photographs also explains why they prefer a basic 

moisture meter, which uses a needle that moves across a color spectrum (not unlike volume 

meter on old audio equipment), as opposed to the more sophisticated but less easy to read digital 

moisture meter (see Figure 1). As Sylvia explains, ‘normally it stays in the green,’ but as soon as 

the needle moves further towards the red zone, this indicates that there is a problem. When it hits 

the red, the meter also emits a screeching beep. 

 

Figure 1 a & b: The analog moisture meter besides its more sophisticated digital counterpart. 
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 Once back at the office, the workers organize the pictures into both computer and paper 

folders corresponding either to a tenant’s case (if the person came to the walk-in clinic) or to a 

building (in the case of the outreach program), with an indication of the room and, for moisture 

meter photographs, of the wall section where the measure was made. When building a court case, 

as Charles showed me recently, he includes in the paper folder a plan of the apartment, where he 

uses numbered stars to reference printed photos. The photos, as shown in Figure 2, include a 

general overview, and then a zoom to the meter reading. 

 

 

Figure 2: A picture of a moisture meter included in a report, along with a close-up on the meter reading. 
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 These documents are important in preparing court hearings. As Sylvia told me, ‘if, say, 

the tenant gets to court and says “yeah, there’s moisture in my room” and he’s got nothing to 

prove it, he might as well just say anything […] Everything you say in court has to be proven.’ 

As I mentioned earlier, even readings from the community workers’ meters are often not 

accepted as proof in court. A new strategy of the tenants’ association is to request a report from 

the department of public health. Even though the tools they use are the same (remember that they 

are the ones who suggested them to the association), having a letter signed by a physician along 

with the rest of the evidence has greater weight than the pictures alone. Tamara explained, when 

I asked her about the way she built her proof, ‘I don’t know for the [court], but we can use that to 

convince the [public health administration] to visit the building.’ 

Besides convincing physicians and courts, an important challenge for the workers is to 

convince the tenants themselves there is a problem. Part of the community workers’ job is to 

educate the district’s tenants, many of whom are recent immigrants, regarding their rights and 

what constitutes acceptable housing conditions. This may be particularly important when some 

tenants require the organization’s help to initiate class actions, where each tenant’s signature 

counts. As Tamara explains, speaking of one particular person, ‘the tenant didn’t want to do 

anything about it but, when I showed him the moisture meter and the needle went “beep, beep” 

in the red, he understood and agreed.’ Sylvia also told me about tenants who were more willing 

to undertake action, ‘and who will do like “oh yeah!” [when they see the readings on the 

moisture meter] and that will motivate them.’ 

Their anecdotes point to the importance of getting the right kind of translations. As 

Charles mentioned to me, the newer, more sophisticated model of moisture meter that the 
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organization acquired, while much more precise, produces more equivocal results. Indeed, the 

answer takes the form of a number on a black-and-green crystal liquid display or of a spreadsheet 

if the data is uploaded to a computer. The analog moisture meter, while simpler, produces more 

obvious results. Convincing tenants is simpler because their color code, as seen in Figure 1a, 

provides a direct interpretation of the results, clearly indicating whether or not there is a problem, 

whereas the measures of the digital meter need to be translated by another human, perhaps by 

comparison with a chart. The thermometer does not pose the same problem. This has in part to 

do with the fact that people, including judges and city inspectors, know that, say, 16 Celsius is 

cold for an apartment, but also because Bigville city regulations clearly require heating to be 

maintained at 21 Celsius. It is relatively uncontroversial when measures taken with a 

thermometer indicate any lower temperature. The landlord knows they must fix the main heating 

system or provide auxiliary heating. Similarly, if a picture shows a broken door, a wall full of 

mildew or an obvious water leakage then the fact that the picture referentially points to an actual, 

‘objective’ instance is not contested. 

Discussion and conclusion 

The devices that workers use provide many ways in which the ‘objective’ reality of things 

or structures – here, buildings – is made to speak and to ‘say’ things about itself through 

numbers, scales and categories of all kinds. The ethnographic case presented in this paper 

illustrates the ways by which physical communication (heat exchange between the thermometer 

and the ambient air; the effect of humidity on the hygrometer and the moisture meter) are turned 

into conventional language (e.g., 21, 70%, red…). These codes are meaningful to humans, and 

can be transcribed and carried around to a city inspector, added to a report for the public health 

administration or to a file to be presented in court, and made comparable against the law, city 
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regulations and other verbal artifacts. The building can speak through the meters.  The building-

with-meter hybrid can speak (see Latour, 1999b) to humans, but also, through those humans, in 

yet another translation, to the institutional/organization reality with which they are dealing. 

These translations, as they are enmeshed in further discourse, then suggest concrete programs of 

actions to the workers, to their colleagues or to their clients – ‘this wall needs repairs’ or ‘this 

room needs to be properly heated’. When the phonation devices provide the right kind of 

translation, the opinion of community worker is not ‘just’ his or her opinion; rather, it is the 

numbers or categories of the tool, sometimes paired with the law or other institutional realities, 

that tells the worker what she or he should think and do. This is not only a matter of justification, 

but also a practical necessity in order to get the work done. Recognizing the work of 

‘spokesthings’ implies that humans are not alone in doing the work of interpretation and in 

deciding what to do. 

The perspective laid out here builds on Arnaud et al.’s (2016) idea that objects (i.e., 

physical) operate as translations. In their case, the translation was from broader organizational 

strategy to local situations. They showed that the layout of an office, compartments where 

paperwork was sorted, as well as tables and documents that embody procedures, made concretely 

present, but also more concretely negotiable, a nation-wide organizational strategy at the local 

office level. What I add to their work is that, besides strategy or other facets of the organization, 

things also translate other physical things and make them relevant to people’s work. Indeed, just 

as space and objects allow people to better engage with a seemingly abstract strategy or one that 

does not align with preferred ways of working, a similar translation is needed to engage with 

buildings that may appear merely physical and irrelevant to human activity. While objects have 

been mostly theorized as either the supports of human language, the objects of human 
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conversations, or as exercising physical constraint on human activity, the fact empirically 

illustrated by the Bigville Tenants’ Association case is that we humans create tools to listen to 

them and to translate what they have to say into a language we understand, and thus multiply the 

ways in which they participate in our actions. This has been hinted at in the extant organizational 

communication literature (Cooren & Matte, 2010), but has not yet been systematically discussed. 

The organizational communication literature needs to further acknowledge that things – whether 

seemingly abstract such as strategy or more concrete such as buildings – speak in a variety of 

ways, including by having their own way of communicating (the second way things may speak 

that I evoked earlier). Only when this occurs can we fully recognize the ways in which humans 

have been helping things enter the realm of human language, making them relevant to us (and 

commensurate to our laws, practices, etc.) and allowing them to let us know what they indicate 

or dictate. In fact, we have been creating tools to allow them to do these things. 

A critique on the perspective proposed here could be that what I call ‘spokesthings’ are 

nothing but texts in the sense of textual agency. Of course, a hygrometer is also a set of human-

made algorithms – but it is also much more. It is precisely because a human engineer made it, 

integrating into it some algorithm connecting all sorts of components, that it can, in its turn, 

connect the three perspectives described earlier. The hygrometer shows us numbers that humans 

can understand (first perspective), that translate a physical mode of communication (second 

perspective), and that therefore provide objects with the ability to ‘speak’ (third perspective). All 

three perspectives are better understood as empirically intertwined, even though I insisted here 

on the third.  

As for TMS authors insisting on examining cases that are more specifically about text 

and talk, even such obviously ‘linguistic’ examples are not merely reminding us about what we 
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agreed on earlier, or carrying out decisions to a different place and time. They are telling us what 

some other non-human is saying by converting a non-human action into a form of human 

language. My contribution, by taking the more obviously physical example of a building, insists, 

along with Arnaud, Mills, Legrand and Maton (2016), that TMS scholars have not simply 

brought things into the realm of discourse, but that they have actually rejected the bifurcation – a 

bifurcation that people, in their everyday work, routinely reject.  

I also propose that understanding that objects may speak is particularly important in order 

to appreciate how objectivity is practically reached. Recognizing the work of spokesthings 

makes it obvious that objects, in fact, have means to take part in our deliberations and disputes, 

and to provide their own perspective. This leads to a redefinition of ‘objectivity’ as the 

participation of objects in our conversations about reality (Latour, 1996; see also Martine et al., 

2015). This is not to say that objectivity is not a ‘construction’, but this sociality includes objects 

whose voice must be heard. For instance, Hutchins (1995a) has shown how the objective 

achievement of the positioning of a warship on the waters, prior to the existence of a GPS, 

involved a work of translating landmarks and other physical objects into coordinates, thanks to 

visors, maps, rulers and a variety of tools. The work of interpretation was shared among all of 

these participants, in what Hutchins called ‘distributed cognition’. As long as there is, on the one 

hand, a material and natural realm, and on the other a bunch of humans attempting to understand 

it (Latour, 1993), then truth and objectivity are, in the words of American philosopher Richard 

Rorty (cited in Misak, 2013, p. 230), ‘merely labels for what our peers will let us get away with 

saying’. 
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